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With us today is Cornelia Hatziaslani 
who is in charge of the Acropolis 
Educational Programs. Ms Hatziaslani 
will now take our imagination on a 
guided tour of the archeological site. 
Let us imagine, Ms Hatziaslani, that 
we are students of a school which 
comes knocking on your door. To 
begin with, whom should that school 
contact? 
Most of the programs we have run so far 
were held at the Centre for the Acropolis 
Studies next to the New Museum below 
the Acropolis. We run programs for 
children but these programs are directed 
towards educators, too. In other words, 
through the educational materials we 
provide, we try to help teachers run the 
programs themselves and accompany 
their students to the Acropolis. We are 
always trying to make these lessons as 
interesting as we can and give children and 
teachers alike different ways of looking at 
the ancient monuments. 
Are the guided tours and the 
discussion that follows conducted 
by the teachers? Do you, yourself, 
participate at all? Do you do all the 
groundwork that's addressed to the 
educators yourself? 
We design is programs for children. We 
talk directly to the children who come to 
the museum and this requires no special 
preparation on their part. We accept 
children who are in the 4th or 5th grade 
of Elementary School and the ist or 2nd 
grade of High School. They're all pupils 
whose school curriculum includes the 
Acropolis. We start by showing pictures 
and then talk to them: We ask them to tell 
us how they imagine a stroll around the 
ancient Acropolis would be. We happen to 
be in possession of a series of remarkable 
scale models, which showthe evolution of 
the Acropolis as of its very beginning. 
Do you show the children what the 
terrain was like? 
Yes, indeed we do. We show them 
what the Acropolis grounds were like in 
Neolithic times. Next, we show them 
what the Acropolis must have looked like 
in the archaic era and then we move on to 
the Acropolis in classical times. Needless 
to say, there's always the issue of what the 
Acropolis looks like today. We always try 
to put antiquity side by side with present-
day reality. So, going back, through those 
scale models we have available at the 
Centre for the Acropolis Studies, school 
children can envisage the history of the 
Rock, can see the details in relief, the 
different stages it has undergone, how 
its form changed and how one building 
succeeded another. In this way, we help 
them to take a stroll through antiquity. 
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Acropolis of classical times a great deal. 
What did the monuments look like in 
those days? What is it that we should have 
expected to see in those days? What were 
the Propylaea like? We get the children to 
see in the eye of their imagination the five, 
amazing gates that the Propylaea once 
had, the gates that once closed would 
shut the entire sanctuary off. We show 
them how the smaller, side gates would 
open on weekdays to let people enter, and 
how during the Great Panathenaea, the 
enormous central gate would open to let 
the great procession of the Athenians and 
their sacrificial animals pass through. 
Once inside the gates, we have to imagine 
the Acropolis, this gathering of remarkable 
monuments; imagine what they must 
have been like when they were actually 
alive; imagine the Acropolis wi th the 
votive offerings. What we see today is just 
the Rock after the excavations. You need 
to understand that neither in antiquity, 
nor in medieval times or even later, did 
the Rock look like that. Actual soil was 
everywhere and the place spread on many 
different levels which kept changing as the 
years went by. So, what was the overall 
appearance of this magnificent sacred 
place wi th its "forest" of statues and votive 
offerings like? You need to imagine for 
a minute that the ancients would come 
to the Acropolis to worship the goddess 
Athena. Up there, offering votives was 
part of the worship. And that is why we 
happen to have such important votive 
offerings today. You need to understand 
that the most eminent amongst Athenians 
would buy the most stunning of statues 
for dedication, and the artists themselves 
would also dedicate the masterpieces 
they had created to Athena, the goddess. 
Those statues were literally everywhere, 
the place was a sculpture gallery, a "forest" 
of statues. 
Can the children see all that up there? 
We try to make the children imagine 
all that. But we're also very fortunate 
because in the New Museum the children 
can now view the archaic times. Inside 
the New Museum the children now have a 
chance to see on display all of the Korae, 
and all of the Kouroi, and a fantastic 
dog that has been excavated, and all 
the horse riders that were once part of 
the sanctuary. We're very fortunate to 
have sculptures from this great archaic 
period. Do you want to know why we 
have these sculptures? When the Persians 
attacked the Acropolis, they burned and 
destroyed the temples. On their return, 
the Athenians found their sacred statues 
having losta nose oran arm ora leg. Their 
statues had been destroyed and they had 
to treat what was left wi th respect. 
Are there any books that could help 
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the children out in seeing part of all 
that we've been talking about? 
Children's books do exist, of course. 
We've written and published a number 
of them that are relevant to the subject, 
educational ones which cover various 
eras. For instance, there is a program 
that we used to run on the Acropolis 
for years on end. It was called "A Day on 
the Acropolis: Looking for the goddess 
Athena". That program would have the 
children take a walk on the Acropolis and 
imagine the statues of the goddess Athena 
that stood in various locations. None of 
those statues have survived; we know 
of them from their Roman copies which 
are of smaller size and inferior quality. 
What we need to do is imagine them in 
their original form. These statues are 
the most significant masterpieces ever. 
So the children take their walk, imagine 
with the help of the book, the printed 
form, what those statues must have 
looked like and, afterwards, after coming 
into the Museum, they're in a position to 
understand which statue from the ones 
on display... 
...goes where... 
...which one of the statues is a statue of 
Athena, which isn't but, instead, is a statue 
of a Kore, and so on. The two pediments 
of the Parthenon depict two legends: the 
first one shows the birth of Athena, that 
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Models of the Acropolis in three different periods. 
From top to bottom: Neolithic, Classical (480 BC), and Roman. 
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Above: Children participating 
at the programme "A Day on 
the Acropolis in Search of the 
Goddess Athena" and below: 
The educational programme 
"A Day on the Acropolis". 
magnificent birth from the head of Zeus, a 
birth alluding to so much that is symbolic. 
The second pediment shows the conflict, 
the eris, between Athena and Poseidon as 
to which god would give his or her name 
to Athens and become its patron. All of 
that together composes the "story" of the 
goddess Athena. Athena is the goddess of 
the Temple and the children try to find her 
by means of letting their imagination go to 
work. All of what I've just told you can be 
accessed on the www.ysma.gr website, 
our service's link. 
Ms Hatziaslani, when did these 
educational programs begin? 
The first program took place in 1987. 
I should mention that 1987 marked 
the anniversary of 300 years from the 
calamity that befell Parthenon, the most 
serious destruction ever wrought on 
the Acropolis. It took place in 1687 when 
Morosini blew up the monument. Until 
that time, 1687, the Parthenon, which 
initially was an ancient temple, then 
converted to a Christian Orthodox church, 
to a Roman Catholic church and finally to 
a mosque, continued to be a sacred place 
very much alive. At the very moment 
that one of Morosini's cannon balls went 
through the roof of the temple and ignited 
the gunpowder, an explosion of immense 
magnitude took place, blowing the edifice 
up from within and leaving nothing but 
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ruins. In such a significant date, 300 years 
later, we wanted to inaugurate, like a 
commemoration, a building, the Centre 
for the Acropolis Studies. Its premises 
became devoted to education and to the 
works that the State has undertaken to 
restore these monuments. So, in 1987, 
a series of programs began. The first 
was run in collaboration with Campion 
School and its title was "One Day on 
the Acropolis". Through that program, 
children and their families could come up 
to the Acropolis and, through a number 
of workshop activities, they could see up 
close how the Acropolis was built, how 
present-day restoration programmes are 
implemented, and what we are doing 
today for the accomplishment of these 
projects. 
If I'm not mistaken one of these 
workshop activities uses some of the 
tools that the ancient technicians also 
used... 
Yes, it does. 
....tools, that are still in use today... 
Indeed, the tools that the ancient Greeks 
used are the same as the ones we use 
today. It's interesting that the people who 
work on the restoration programmes 
on the Acropolis, our stone carvers, are 
graduates of theTinos School of Fine Arts. 
Tinos is a place where numerous marble 
technicians together with some of our 
finest sculptors have hailed from for a long 
time. The Tinos School of Fine Arts has 
done some outstanding work. The stone 
carvers on the Acropolis use the same 
tools the stone carvers used in antiquity, 
and they use them the same way. 
That is very impressive. 
These tools are called «lithourgika sideria», 
stone chisels. Today we have automated 
carving tools galore and we do begin with 
them but the finishes are always done by 
hand and always by the highly specialized 
stone carvers. One of the workshops we 
run for children has to do with these tools: 
During the workshop lesson, we go by the 
assumption that if people see the traces of 
these tools on the neoclassical buildings, 
the contemporary stone buildings, they 
will be in a position to recognize them 
on the ancient stones as well. This is an 
important lesson for children who get 
the chance to work with these tools on 
today's marble and other kinds of stone. 
So, when they see traces of these tools 
on an ancient stone, they realize how 
important these traces are as carriers of I 
history. They realize that we must respect 1987: The 
them and take care not to damage them educational 
becausetheyareafootprintof ourhistory. programs on 
When we see the traces of different tools the Athenian 
side by side on a piece of stone, we can Acropolis 
understand the whole process. And that commence. 
is precisely what makes these lessons so I I 
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What you're saying is that you enter 
into the mind and soul of a young 
person eliciting from it what we call 
"culture" in an entirely different 
manner than a mere visit would, a visit 
that could possibly prove impersonal. 
It's what we really want to do. We try to 
show children how to observe. You know, 
this is one of the principles of archeology. 
You show the children something and tell 
them "observe it, watch it, the more you 
watch it the more you grasp the quality". 
There are works of art which you fathom 
as soon as you see them. And there are 
others which you have to see and then see 
again and then see some more. We have 
to train the eyes of children to really see 
so that they may discern quality. We can 
show them something superior and then 
show them something worse, so as to 
discern them more easily. 
Make the comparison. 
Yes. However, at same time we have 
to teach it. Aesthetics is what we must 
cultivate and all of us must work at it. 
And that is what's remarkable, Ms 
Hatziaslani. How do the children 
react? How do they respond? 
It's very easy to draw the attention of 
children and get them to feel excited. 
It's harder wi th teenagers in secondary 
schools because, by that time, they have 
begun turning towards various goals and 
university disciplines, and as a result the 
teenagers who become interested are 
those wi th an inclination for... 
...your own discipline. 
Be that as it may, we would like to see 
the children become friends wi th the 
arts. We'd like to give them outlets for 
their spare time, places where they could 
go. We need to make the museums more 
exciting. We need to make archeological 
sites more inviting. Now, this is harder. We 
need to teach children that, in a museum, 
they can take part in workshops, and they 
can attend lectures, interesting ones. 
The task most difficult of all is to make 
an interesting movie. We try to elicit the 
children's interest, so that later on, these 
stimuli we provide may draw children 
into spending more of their spare time in 
exciting places; may enable them to see 
beauty and be drawn by this beauty. That 
is what we're trying to do. 
How many schools have come here so 
far, Ms Hatziaslani? Is there flow? 
They're so many! There seems to be great 
interest expressed by schools. 
That strikes a hopeful note. 
Yes, itdoes. Theyareextremelyinterested. 
But what needs to be done is attract those 
who don't come. 
You mean another kind of public? 
Another public other than... 
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...than pupils. Yes, exactly. Also, we need 
to attract the pupils who don't bother to 
come and attract those who don't come 
because their schools won't bring them. 
Regional schools? 
Exactly. 
I'm not sure whether these schools are 
in a position to do so. 
The Acropolis is on the curriculum of most 
schools around the world. So, you see, 
no matter how we go about it, we would 
have been able to offer these educational 
programs to a mere 5% of all schools 
interested inthem. So we set out to create 
educational material that the schools can 
take away in kits. The kits are in great 
demand and our overall way of thinking is 
that if the school can't come to us we have 
to go to the school. 
What exactly are those kits you 
mentioned? 
We call them "mouseioskeues" ("museum-
ware") sets. They've always had museum 
kits abroad but the Greek word for them 
is new, we made it up ourselves. The 
notion behind this new word is: Just like 
we have "houseware", meaning all house 
furnishings together, and "horseware" 
which is about all things pertaining to 
horses together, in the same manner we 
have "museumware", a small museum 
lesson ina box. 
We'd call it a "kit" in English. So what 
"The art of stone 
sculpture" Museum Kit. 
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Above: the educational 
Acropolis Museum Kits. 
Below: "Let's go to 
the Acropolis" Museum Kit. 
we have here is a small Acropolis kit. 
It's called a "museum kit" in English. 
But in Greek, the word that did exist, 
"museum suitcase", didn't appeal to us 
at all and that's how we came up with 
"museumware". 
Ms Hatziaslani, you were telling 
us that you give young pupils this 
"museumware" in which you have 
included all those tools that ancient 
sculptors had once used to make their 
masterpieces. 
We have assembled eight museumware 
kits altogether so far. We have tried to 
include in these eight kits themes that are 
of importance. We want to see to it that 
everyone finds in their museumware kit 
something of interest to them. As time is 
of the essence we try not to go into too 
many details. Details are interesting in 
a workshop. The actual substance of the 
work we do is those eight museumware 
kits which you can mix and match. Now, 
try and imagine howan ancient sanctuary 
comes to life right before the children's 
very eyes. This particular museumware kit 
is called "Let's go to the Acropolis". Think of 
the scene: The kit arrives in the classroom. 
On it, it says "Let's go to the Acropolis". 
The teacher asks: "So, what do you think is 
inside? What does let's go to the Acropolis' 
mean?" "It's a box, a kit" the class answers. 
As soon as the kit begins to open a large 
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poster of the Acropolis unfolds, showing 
the Acropolis the way it was in classical 
times. Then out comes the Rock modeled 
on a 1:8000 scale. The monuments have 
been modeled on the same scale. Then, 
the kids pick up the monuments and try to 
place them on the Rock. 
Put them in their right place. 
Yes, place them where they belong. And 
that's the first Topography lesson. This 
museumware kit is the best forerunner 
the children could have before climbing up 
to the Acropolis and, once there, trying to 
remember the monuments and recognize 
them. All of the material is accompanied 
by a number of leaflets: We have designed 
a 'walk' through Architecture and a 
leaflet goes with it. We have included a 
'walk' through ancient texts. What did 
Pausanias write? What did Pausanias see 
on climbing on the Acropolis that I don't 
get to see? These are ways to take a 'walk', 
to see the Acropolis. Once up there we 
wonder: What did the ancient Greeks 
do in a sanctuary on a daily basis? They 
worshipped the gods. And who were those 
gods? So, the second museumware kit 
is the "Dodekatheon". The Dodekatheon 
holds an interest for us both in terms of 
mythologyandintermsofart. Eachgodin 
the kit is represented by a statue, a vessel, 
an ancient coin, an ancient temple, and 
even a more contemporary work of art. I 
oughtto tell you thatthere's great interest 
in contemporary art. What I mean is that 
art is seamless and that the works of art of 
the antiquity and the contemporary ones 
have the same value. 
Are you saying that we get to see 
the goddess Athena as she has been 
depicted through the ages? 
We always try to find some works of art 
and then we ask the children to look for -
and now they can search and find far more 
- representations of the goddess Athena. 
In this way, they try to see the gods 
through the symbolism surrounding them 
and become familiar with them. What 
was the favorite animal of each god? What 
was the god's favorite plant? There's even 
a lesson in Natural History somewhere 
there. We can then see architectural 
monuments of the antiquity, the coins 
in the Numismatic Museum, the vessels 
displayed in the National Archeological 
Museum. 
So, you're doing what we call the "cross-
thematic" approach in education. 
That is, try and approach through a 
certain theme all others around it and 
grasp as much as possible. 
Precisely. In a library, we can look for 
books that address all these themes and 
map out a plan that is related to them. 
It's the same with the gods. Gods were 
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to the third museumware set. What were 
Educational the ancient temples like? This set is called 
museumware "An Ancient Temple". Through this kit we 
on loan try to learn about the Ionian, the Doric, 
to schools. and the Corinthian order of architecture. 
The museumware set includes columns 
of each style so that we can get to identify 
them. 
...and hold them and touch them. 
Yes, exactly. The kit contains a temple. 
There's also a book which we consider 
quite friendly given how difficult a subject 
ancient temples are. There's also a series 
of seals which helps us put together 
the façades of the temples, one in the 
Ionian order, one in the Doric order, and a 
Corinthian one. It'sa way into beginning to 
learn about them and eventually become 
interested in them. That is the foundation 
towards observation of neoclassical 
buildings. You know, there isn't a place in 
Greece that doesn't have a small building, 
an older one, the Town Hall, for instance, 
some times it's the town school, that 
doesn't have elements from the principles 
of ancient architecture. These are very 
interesting elements and we go after them 
to find and identify them. So, the temples 
contained sculptures. Something which 
brings us to the fourth museumware kit, 
whose theme is "The Parthenon Frieze". 
We've spent a lot of time on the Parthenon 
frieze because it was i6o m. long and 
there were 380 figures depicted on it. 
The figures showed gods, and men, and 
women, and over 200 horses. There were 
also elements taken from everyday life, 
from the contests, from the worship. With 
all those elements, on that enormous 
'narrative' relief, we can work a lot. The 
museumware set I'm talking about also 
contains casts in which plaster can be 
poured and then each school can have its 
own mold of the west frieze. In that way, 
we can find out what the Panathenaea -
Ancient Athens' 'Olympic Games'- were 
like. Then, we are able to see up close 
some of the contests, identify them, and 
write stories about them. 
Are museumware sets available for 
every school? Can the school keep 
them or must they return them? 
The museumware kits are on loan. We 
lend them out to schools, the schoolstake 
them and use them for a specific period of 
time and then they have to return them to 
us. 
Can't the sets be mass-produced? 
It's not that easy. So far, the Ministry of 
Culture has not had much scope in the 
way it's been handling its items for sale. 
Won't the New Acropolis Museum 
have a gift shop like other museums 
have? 
Of course, it will! And it's going to be a 
great one. 
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Well, won't the new gift store sell kits 
like that to the public? 
I assume it will. What I want to say is that 
in order to overcome the fact that we 
can't sell them to people right now, we're 
working on posting them online. We're 
trying, that is, to turn the museumware 
kits digital so anyone, anywhere, can 
access them in digital form. This is no 
easy task and it's an altogether different 
matter. 
It's one thing to touch them and quite 
another to view them. 
It's one thing to have the kit made 
accessible to TOO people and quite 
another to get millions of people to see it. 
There is nothing like the Internet, like the 
digital world. It's up to us to see to it that 
antiquities become all the more exciting, 
all the more absorbing. Right now, we've 
been working at it and I think that in the 
next six months we'll be done with the 
Parthenon frieze museumware in digital 
form. Once this project is completed 
practically anyone and everyone will be 
able to play all the games involved in the 
kits in a different way, in digital form. It's 
been two years that we've been working 
on this project. Once the first games 
come out, we'll have to work on them, put 
the finishing touches on them, run tests, 
and then we're on. 
I see. We hope to see all of these things 
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The educational kits 
"An ancient Temple" 
and "The Parthenon 
freeze". 
some day as products, in the form of a 
program, for sale in the New Acropolis 
Museum. Now, I remember you saying 
that the whole thing is a lesson in 
aesthetics, a lesson on how the 
children, through the knowledge they 
acquire become familiar with beauty 
and good taste. Let's focus on that, 
t h a t you want to create other kinds 
of museums, museums t h a t are more 
attractive, with a place where people 
can just sit and have their coffee. How 
long does it take before people get 
tired during their tour of a museum? 
No one can really stand glued before 
an exhibit without being completely 
into what it is they're seeing. Most 
people need to rest, to regroup, and 
they must do so somewhere friendly 
within t h a t museum. What do you 
think? Will we be successful? 
We've been working on that and we'll be 
successful. Why shouldn't we? 
Let us hope so. I'm saying this in 
all good faith, because the Vergina 
Museum has been a tremendous 
surprise to all of us: Once inside, no 
one wants to come out. And that's 
because the museum there takes you 
on a journey through place and time. 
I think facts have changed and that now, 
more and more people have become 
interested in howto makea museum more 
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accessible to the broader public. In the old 
days, museums were for the experts, for 
those who could understand them. 
Yes, I have no memory at all of 
whether there were even any signs in 
museums that could serve as a way 
of explanation to visitors who didn't 
have any specialized knowledge. 
I have to admit that writing signs for use 
in museums is a very specialized process, 
one of the most difficult things around: 
Where to begin, where to end, when it's 
too much for visitors, who we're writing 
for. These are difficult issues. I believe 
that in our museums today we're trying 
for signs that are getting betterand better 
and what's more, we have our digital 
centers at our disposal where one can 
access more information. Right now we're 
working on how to include certain data 
in our cell phones (it's the online open 
access concept) and how to integrate our 
museums into these data. 
Or even how to have our own personal 
tour guide on the earpiece. 
All of us who work in museums are 
constantly quite aware of all that and I 
believe it may take some time. Still, slowly 
but surely, we'll get there. 
Which is your favorite museum? 
Sorry to interrupt so abruptly but 
which museum totally captivates you 
abroad? Which one would you like to 
visit and then visit again? Or do you 
include a range of museums in your 
preferences? 
I'll let you know that I become overly 
excited once I find myself in a museum. I 
love the Metropolitan. I also enjoy the 
Louvre. There's also the Orsay Museum 
and I can't have enough of the Pompidou 
one. All of them, they're favorites with me. 
How many hours inside a museum can 
you take in, Ms Hatziaslani? 
Lots. I can stay in a museum for hours on 
end. 
You must have been like that as a 
child too, I assume. Ever since your 
character took shape and you became 
interested in them. 
I can't remember myself any other way. I 
just keep going on and on and every two 
hours I stop and have a nice cup of coffee. 
You see? Here we have a specialized 
scientist who, when visiting a 
museum, and I imagine you could 
actually live in a museum as if it were 
your real home, feels the need to have 
a cup of coffee during her tour, to rest 
fora while. 
Yes, have a cup of coffee and eat a delicious 
dessert and even a great sandwich and 
then go on with my tour. But I want these 
things I'm given to eat and drink to have 
quality. I hope you realize that I spend 
endless hours in the museum gift shops 
I 
Next goal: The 
educational 
museumware 
kits go online. 
II 
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items for sale, 
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because that's where I get to see all the 
educational material I'm interested in. 
The manner in which any brochure or 
museum copy may impact educationally 
is something that interests me on a very 
personal level. 
Aren't you afraid that you might 
be accused of commercializing our 
heritage? 
Not in the least. I want to get as many 
people as possible involved in our heritage. 
But first we have to believe in quality. 
Even when it comes to the mug or the 
eraser you're selling? 
Even then. Now the printed materials, 
that's one thing I'm very much interested 
in. I'm interested in how a picture ties up 
to the text or the educational material 
that goes with it. I'm interested in how I 
can learn as much as possiblefrom a single 
page and how this page can be made as 
beautiful as can be. It's the quality these 
things have that I'm interested in. What 
I've come to learn is that, when it comes 
to printed material, people can't tell the 
difference in quality right away. That's 
something that becomes clear later when 
one brochure has been thrown away and a 
different one is still around. 
What is it that you're looking for in the 
gift shops of museums? 
I'm looking for whatever appeals to my 
sense of aesthetics, meaning that what 
I like is what draws me, its educational 
potential. I'm interested in children's 
books that aren't exactly children's 
books, it's the art on the printed paper 
I'm interested in. I'm interested in objects. 
We've been working on the museumware 
sets for so long, you know, that we got 
very good at gauging right away what's 
expensive and what isn't and how we can 
make things without necessarily having 
to spend a fortune making them. That's 
very important to us. 
I assume that one of the dimensions 
you're interested in is graphic design. 
I believe that paper art is extremely 
important, it's important how paper art 
can help you fashion a toy, for instance. 
You're talking about museum tickets, 
too, aren't you, about the prototype 
of a ticket? 
Certainly. 
That part of the ticket that has to do 
with the graphic design. 
There's a team of archeologists here, 
there's Irini Kaimara, Asimina Leondi, 
and Celia Paraschou. At every one of our 
trips, we collect all we can and then a 
museumware set arrives containing the 
materials we've bought. Then we sit down 
and study things, see what might prove 
interesting or not, see what's original. 
You never know: you might be looking at 
something and all of a sudden another idea 
will cometo mind. Something you already 
have leads to the idea of something else 
that you must create. You know how 
children go to parties and then go home 
with their party favors? It's the same 
thing. When they come to us they should 
walk away with a "museum" favor each. 
Always. And that's very important, how 
to make paper mobiles so imaginative 
that children would actually crave them. 
We believe that what they take away once 
they leave here has to have quality both 
in terms of graphic design and in terms 
of the paper: it has to be exciting for the 
children. 
You mean, the way we'd want a 
bookmark to be, even if we never get 
to use it. Still we'd want to keep it 
because it reminds us of the visit. 
We do have a bookmark which shows a 
small child who holds all the symbols of 
the Olympian gods. On it, it says: "I have 
the symbols around me, the symbols 
of the gods. Which symbol belongs to 
what god?" Do you realize how much 
can be accomplished by including such a 
bookmark in an educational program? 
And we're truly glad to hear that. 
It's to be hoped that the Creek state, 
the public sector, will come to this 
realization and assimilate all of this 
"creative madness" you have, all of 
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everything. 
I must say that no one's ever stopped us 
from doing something we've wanted to 
do. 
Has the academic way of thinking ever 
given you any trouble on the way you 
see things, on issues that have to do 
with your work? 
Not at all. In fact, at some point certain 
funding we received helped us a great 
deal. Those were funds coming from the 
Niarchos Foundation and the Bodosakis 
Foundation. They gave us the opportunity 
to make museumware kits in multiple 
copies and donate them. We donated 
them to schools which we chose through 
the questionnaire process and the reports 
the schools sent us. Then we had a series of 
meetings in orderto evaluate our choices. 
The museumware kits, do they have 
any special characteristics? Are they 
large, or small, are they easy to carry 
around? Does a school have to send a 
special crew to fetch them? 
No. The museumware kits are small and 
painted in primary colors. One is blue, 
the other one's red, the one containing 
the Parthenon frieze is yellow, and the 
Dodekatheon museumware is blue. 
They're not very large at all. 
And what are the forms you give the 
gods today? Let me put it another way. 
What is the contemporary look of the 
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twelve gods? Can you give us some 
examples? For instance, how would 
you symbolize Poseidon these days? 
Poseidon now, he's one of the most 
beautiful sea shells there is. Needless to 
say, Aphrodite is a heart, although the 
heart symbol did not exist in antiquity. 
Of course, Hera is a wedding ring 
because she's the goddess of marriage. 
Hephaestus is symbolized by a match 
because he's the god of fire. The fact that 
Hephaestus is a handicapped god and, at 
the same time, he's the god of creative art 
is quite significant. Just think, he'stheone 
who created the most beautiful things 
ever, he's the greatest artist of them all, 
he's got special needs and he's built two 
female robots to serve him and help him. 
No other civilization as far back as that 
evercreated a handicapped god... 
...a god with a limp you mean... 
...yes, precisely, a god who's handicapped 
but all too capable of creating. Of course, 
a god of contemporary appeal is Hermes, 
since he's the god of communications. The 
way we've chosen to symbolize Hermes 
is wi th an @ sign, the one we use on the 
Internet. 
Since you're addressing elementary 
school children, I suppose you try to 
show them that the Dodekatheon is 
not the souvenirs sold on Pandrosou 
Street, like we thought of it when we 
were growing up. 
No, indeed. We've tried to include quality 
materials in the museumware kits. I'll 
have you know that one of the children 
sent us a whole range of Lego gods-he 
had actually made all the gods out of Lego 
blocks. He had put Poseidon in a diving 
helmet and, of course, Ares was a Ninja 
Lego. 
You've included playmobils in the kits? 
Unfortunately, we don't have that many. 
We have included them, however, in a 
great picture and that's the one giving the 
children ideas on how to dress the figures 
they can make the gods out of. We have 
a range of figures in 12 colors available. 
Each color is different and each one of the 
12 colors can easily be assigned to each 
one of the 12 gods. It goes wi thout saying 
that red could also be a color for Aphrodite 
but it could also be Hephaestus' color 
since he's fire. It could symbolize Ares, 
because he's blood. From that point on, it 
all depends on the kids. They can pick up 
recycled printed material, and cut stuff 
out and write on it. One kid glued a huge 
eye on a male figure and told me that it's 
the All-Seeing eye of Zeus! It's amazing 
what kids can come up wi th . 
At this point, Ms. Hatziaslani, we have 
to end our talk. I'm comforted by the 
thought that we've finally been able to 
shed the cliché of the chlamys cloak. 
I 
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